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THESIS

''MARK'' AND "SEQUENCE" IN THE PROJECT
Mark is like a key in this story, and every chapter of the story is opened by it, and the sequence is the track on which 
each story unfolds. They come from Campo Marzio of Piranesi - the river is the only way to continue; they come from the 
Charting of Life of Geddes, which will start from Place, Work and Folk, and eventually evolve into Achievement, Synergy 
and Etho-polity; they come from the ecological environment, mark is the texture of each butterfly wing, and sequence is the 
button that blends architecture and nature. It is hoped that markup languages can awaken local residents' enthusiasm for 
city of Ahmedabad, and help them to rethink the urban development.

''CITY FRAGMENT''  AND ''LINES OF FLIGHT'' IN THE PROJECT
“With respect to architectural form the componentsare fragmentation and complexity, while their interaction is articulated on 
a third level, that of informal in-between space. Together, these features compose flight lines that express longings for spaces 
around the corner and beyond the frame.” 1

As Vries states, each unit in the city's architecture is fragmented and connected in an informal intermediate space. In this 
obscure and infinite space, those fragments are eager to get rid of the shackles of the traditional framework. In this project, 
fragments contain marks and sequences. All fragments are seamlessly integrated into whole composition, and each internal 
parts of the fragments correspond to various relationships.

In the Campo Marzio flight lines include figures that may be interior or exterior, labyrinthine or crystalline, complex or 
simple, monumental or informal, intricate and elaborate, or interstitial and in-between. However, I want to define the lines 
of flight in ahmedabad to be more pure, define each individual so that they all show a state of escaping all the time. For 
example, in space design, I will define the users as performers of each other, so that no matter how the user feels, he can 
think of himself as the observer and the other is the observed person. In this state, he will be easy to enter a state of escape 
and freedom, and this state is derived from the designed space, so this single space is also traveling on this line of flight.

''NATURAL MEDIUM'' IN THE PROJECT
In order to understand the significance of Line of Flight in this project, I chose butterflies and mung beans as design 
elements to embody 'Generation' and 'Deterritorialization' in the design. This part will become a vague and changeable 
division, a defection of the system, to metaphorically freedom and liberation. In architectural design, since these two 
elements are closely connected to the natural ecology, the three concepts of light, air and water can be used as a medium to 
connect them with performers and architectural spaces, while constructing new ecological marks.

[1] Vries, Gijs Wallis de. Excerpts from “The Treatise of the Pensile City.” In Archescape: On the Tracks of Piranesi. Amsterdam: 1001 Publishers, 2014. p.51.

Gainer of escape state
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METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

"Campo Marzio" in Ahmadabad

Inspired by Stan Allen's collage of 
N o l l i ' s  m a p  a n d  Ca m p o  M a r z i o  o f 
Piranesi, according to the map texture 
of Ahmadabad, some patterns of Campo 
Marzio are filled, aiming to create an 
ideal pensile city like Campo Marzio.

METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

Margins and Frames

A collage of the city margins of Ahmandbad and Campo Marzio of 
Piranesi as a base map, listing some components of the butterfly 
community design. Each component gets rid of its established 
position and frame, seeking a more free state.

Margins and Frames
Stan Allen
Piranesi's Campo Marzio
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METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

Life Notation in Butterfly Frame

The contour of the butterfly can be used to frame this 
one-way flow. With the transfer of each wing, these 
behaviors will eventually constitute the urban space, a 
space that includes Acts, Facts, Thoughts and Deeds.

The Charting of Life
Patrick Geddes
Redrawn by Wenzhe Wang 

METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

Keywords Association

Associate each keyword in the chart. For example, the part of 
ACTS, as a starting point, I think that the elements from Ahmad 
Bade should be selected, and for IMAGERY in THOUGHTS, I chose 
Piranesi's Campo Marzio as a reference.

Marked Language Translation

Draw the corresponding markup language. Among them, the 
source of the mark of FOLK is a photo of the selected field 
investigation, which captures the scene state of the character 
and reflects the life atmosphere of the character in the current 
environment.
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METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

Perform deductive evolution of marks. Extract the features of each part of the mark, and gradually enrich according to the sequence of the chart. The final result can 
become the basic reference unit for future plan design and section design.

METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

Marks in the Site

Develop from the original single wall on the site, form a 
double wall and construct a single building, then form a 
building group, and finally form a community. The figure 
shows some marks on the general plan according to the 
"Campo Marzio" in Ahmadabad, and each mark has the 
opportunity to derive into a new building component or 
space.
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METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

Planimetric matrix of Butterfly Community 

Visualize the butterfly marks in each site, making them 
a building component or a building site. When people 
interact with them, it is a process of tag exchange. They 
obtain new tag information from each other and place 
them into corresponding sequences to form a richer 
structural system. In addition, the arrangement of this 
group of plane marks will serve as the main reference for 
the plane generation of the butterfly community.

METHODOLOGY/RESEARCH

4:00 am 5:00 am 6:00 am 7:00 am 8:00 am 9:00 am

10:00 am 11:00 am 12:00 pm 13:00 pm 14:00 pm 15:00 pm

16:00 pm 17:00 pm 18:00 pm 19:00 pm 20:00 pm 21:00 pm

22:00 pm 23:00 pm 24:00 am   1:00 am   2:00 am   3:00 am

The Story Scene in the Site

Enjoy being an observer by recording the scenes that 
take place in the community center during the day. In 
this perspective, the observer thinks he has insight 
into the behavior of others, so he will feel a sense of 
freedom and liberation, and a certain meaning can be 
defined as the line of flight.
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PORPOSITION/AGENCY - BUTTERFLY ROUTE IN AHMEDABAD

Butterfly Route

On the map of Ahmedabad, sort out the green space in the city as the nodes where 
the butterfly may fall. Use these nodes to consider the possible flight paths of the 
butterflies and the different butterfly species attracted by the different vegetation 
in the nodes.

Papiliondae(10%)Pieridae(21%)

Nymphalidae(33%) Lycaenidae(32%)

PORPOSITION/AGENCY - PLANTS AND BUTTERFLY

Diversification 

This chart describes the cultivation 
strategies of some possible plants and 
butterflies in Ahmedabad. It can help 
us define the types of plants in the site 
and the target types of butterflies. For 
example, in the first year,some more 
common plants is proper to be planted; 
In the second year, we can choose some 
plants which have high maintenance. 
The third and fourth years are to 
enrich the plant species in the entire 
community. In this process, a biological 
diversity can be achieved. As time 
goes by, the plant species and butterfly 
species in this community will become 
more abundant.

Nectar Plants 

In  Ahmedab ad,  t hese  p l ant s  can 
survive well, and they can attract some 
corresponding species of butterflies, 
creating an opportunity to attract 
butterflies into the site.
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PORPOSITION/AGENCY - MUNGBEAN MARKS

Pixelated Mungbean Extract Space from Mung Beans

Mung Bean Marks

PORPOSITION/AGENCY - MUNGBEAN MARKS

The mung bean marking map can be a guide for the vertical growth of future community buildings. In the process of building growth, it is like the sprouting process of mung 
beans, without a unique center and no specific growth direction. At this point, it is also in line with Piranesi's Campo Marzio concept.
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PORPOSITION/AGENCY - MUNG BEAN MARKING SECTION

Mung bean marking section 1:200 Mung bean marking section 1:200

Concept Section generated by mung bean marks

PORPOSITION/AGENCY - MUNG BEAN MARKING SECTION

Rendering Section generated by mung bean marks
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PORPOSITION/AGENCY - B, BLG, SET, TLML

Urban Texture Butterfly Community 

The orange part of the urban texture module (the 
architectural outline of the Butterfly Community) is not 
particularly prominent compared to the existing urban 
texture, and it can naturally blend with the surrounding 
texture. Color blocks of different gray levels represent the 
functional impact on the butterfly community. For example, 
the color of the commercial along the street in the same plot 
will be darker than the color of the residential buildings 
inside the plot.

PORPOSITION/AGENCY - B, BLG, SET, TLML

Urban Traffic of Butterfly Community 

The traffic around the butterfly community 
is convenient, and the core traffic line 
connects the new city and the airport. 
There are many temples and churches in 
the surrounding area to meet the daily 
religious needs of residents. In addition, 
shops and hospitals are also set up in many 
places to meet daily needs. For landscape 
greening, the butterfly community itself, 
as an ecological building, will form a large 
ecological system with the surrounding 
ecological structure to create Butterfly 
Wetness.
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PORPOSITION/AGENCY - B, BLG, SET, TLML

Plane Growth Sequence

General Plan

PORPOSITION/AGENCY - B, BLG, SET, TLML

N
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PORPOSITION/AGENCY - B, BLG, SET, TLML

The stratified axogram of Butterfly Community 
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1. Butterfly Community Center
2. Community Theme Rain Garden
3. Large Landscape Fountain Pool
4. Community Office Area
5. Small Sunken Square
6. Central Swimming Pool
7. Ecological Butterfly Garden
8. Recreation and Sports Area
9. Tea House
10. Community Restaurant
11. Community Public Toilet
12. Community Residential Building
13. Trading Market
14. Community Service Station
15. Community North Gate
16. Butterflies/Weaving Walls (Religious themes)
17. Community East Gate
18. Butterfly Community Entrance Corridor

PORPOSITION/AGENCY - B, BLG, SET, TLML

The First Floor Plane of Butterfly Community 



1. Community Office 
2. Community Leisure Room
3. Community Small Shop
4. Central Garden is paved with Grass
5. Central Swimming Pool
6. Ecological Butterfly Garden
7. Stair
8. Community Gym
9. Community Public Toilet
10.Dance Classroom
11. Community Residential Area
12. Community Dispatch Room
13. Circular Sunken Square
14. Butterfly Community Entrance Corridor
15. Basement Entrance
16. Service Waiting Area
17. Community Dinner Room
18. Small Enclosed Garden
19. Community Equipment Room
20. Book Reading Area
21. Community Ball Games Room
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The First Floor Plane Details of Butterfly Community The First Floor Plane Details of Butterfly Community 



1. Tea House
2. Community Restaurant
3. Community Hall
4. Community Small Shop
5. Community Residential Area
6. Porch of the arch
7. Community Leisure Room
8. Community Office 
9. Butterfly Community Entrance Corridor
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The Section of Butterfly Community in Mung Bean Mark The Future Growth of Butterfly Community in Mung Bean Mark



The Section of Butterfly Community Rain Garden Detailed Structure of Rain Garden of Butterfly Community Bean Mark

Trapezoidal stone cage

Covered with fine stone (bark)

Planting soil

Sand seam

Gravel layer

Geotechnic cloth



East Facade of Butterfly Community

West Facade of Butterfly Community

South Facade of Butterfly Community

North Facade of Butterfly Community


